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Study of the twinned dendrite tip shape I: Phase-field modeling
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Abstract

The growth kinetics advantage of twinned aluminum dendrites over regular ones is still an unsolved problem of solidification.
Although it is linked to the tip geometry, the influence of a coherent (111) twin plane on a h110i twinned dendrite tip is unclear, despite
several past experimental observations. In the present contribution, a three-dimensional phase field model implemented on a cluster of
parallel computers has been used to simulate the growth of a twinned dendrite under various directional solidification conditions. Only
half a dendrite was modeled by replacing the coherent twin plane by a boundary with an appropriate condition on the phase parameter
that is equivalent to the Young–Laplace equilibrium condition along the triple line between twinned solid, untwinned solid and liquid. It
is found that the small liquid cusp present at the tip rapidly evolves into a doublon-type morphology, i.e. a h110i dendrite split in its
center by a deep and thin liquid pool with the triple line at the root. At high growth rates, the two sides of the doublon tend to coales-
cence and form small isolated liquid droplets. The positive concentration gradient near the doublon root appears to be rapidly smeared
out by back-diffusion in the solid, thus making difficult its quantification through experimental methods. These simulation results are
correlated with new experimental evidence presented in a companion paper.
� 2011 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Twinned dendrites owe their name to the fact that,
unlike regular dendrites, their trunks are split in their cen-
ter by a coherent {11 1} plane, while secondary arms meet
at an incoherent undulating boundary [2–4]. This creates
an altering sequence of twinned and untwinned regions of
symmetrically oriented fcc crystal structures that gives to
twinned grains (or “feathers”) their lamellar appearance.
Each pair of lamellae is made of a single dendrite that
grows along a h110i direction. Twinned dendrites appear
as a defect in semi-continuous casting or directional solid-
ification (DS) of Al alloys. Although their nucleation is still
a matter of debate, it is well known that they form in the
presence of convection in the melt when solidification is
performed under a relatively high thermal gradient G and
cooling rate _T [5–8].
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The fact that regular dendrites are often easily over-
grown by twinned dendrites during solidification is the con-
sequence of several interconnected factors. Observations of
DS specimens with [9] and without quenching [10] indicate
that the complex branched morphology of the h110i and
h100i arms, their better orientation with respect to the liq-
uidus isotherm and the solutal interactions between them
and the side arms of regular dendrites are some of the fac-
tors that influence their favorable growth kinetics. More-
over, evidence from previous works [6,8,10] suggests that
the tip undercooling of such dendrites might be smaller
than that of regular dendrites of the same alloy, due to
their shape and the solute rejection associated with it.
Beyond these experimental facts, there is another impor-
tant factor that influences the growth of this particular
structures. In order to accommodate the energy of the twin
plane, it has been suggested that the shape of the tip of
twinned dendrites must be modified with respect to the
paraboloid needle shape typically observed for regular den-
drites. Based on previous works aimed at measuring the
solid–liquid interfacial energy in transparent systems
rights reserved.
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[11,12], and treating the two lamellae as two different grains
with a strong crystallographic relationship in a low tilt
angle boundary, first Chalmers [13], then more specifically
Eady and Hogan [14], suggested that the tip would develop
a re-entrant angle or a “cusp” in order to satisfy the Smith
equation (which is equivalent to the Young–Laplace equi-
librium condition at a triple junction) along the triple line
(twinned solid/untwinned solid/liquid). This condition is
given by:

2cs‘ cos h� ct ¼ 0 ð1Þ
where cs‘ and ct are the solid–liquid interfacial and twin
energies, respectively, and h is the dihedral angle formed
between the solid–liquid interface and the twin plane (see
the top of Fig. 1a [15]). As ct is smaller than cs‘, the twinned
dendrite tip would evolve in a stable manner with a small
groove, as schematized in Fig. 1a, indicating a compromise
between microsegregation and solute pile-up ahead of the
interface. The simple two-dimensional (2-D) representation
of such a morphology does not take into account the sec-
ond main curvature radius of the tip, nor the anisotropy
of cs‘. To the contrary, many years later, based on numer-
ical simulations, Wood et al. [16] proposed that a sharp (or
edgy) dendrite tip would be more advantageous in terms of
solute segregation and growth undercooling. They argued
that this shape could be equilibrated by torque terms at
the triple line (see Fig. 1b). Nevertheless, due to the weak
anisotropy of cs‘ experimentally measured in Al alloys
[17] and the relatively low thermal gradient predicted by
this model for the growth of twinned dendrites, this expla-
nation can probably be ruled out.

More recently, Henry [8] extended Eady and Hogan’s
hypothesis and suggested the possibility of the existence
(a) (b

Fig. 1. Schematic view of twinned dendrite tip morphologies in a plane perpend
et al. [16]; and (c) Henry [8]. On the upper parts of (a and b), the corresponding
on the growth directions of h110i side arms indicate that they correspond to th
arms are not exactly in the plane of the figure). The coherent twin plane and un
curves, respectively. The small arrow in (c) indicates the solute pile-up that wo
trunk. The lateral twin propagation mechanism is encircled at the right tertiar
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of a doublon morphology, which is perfectly compatible
with the weak anisotropy of cs‘ observed in Al alloys.
The experimental evidence found in Al alloys that led
to such a conjecture has been discussed in previous
works [8,9]. Furthermore, such a type of morphology
has been observed experimentally in two- and three
dimensions on transparent materials [18,19] or predicted
theoretically [20–23]. The doublon morphology is sche-
matized in Fig. 1c as a double-tip oriented dendrite that
grows with a narrow channel of liquid, a few microns
wide at its center. This could also be initiated by the
small groove necessary to accommodate the twin energy.
However, as solute piles up in the groove, it would make
its root recede up to nearly the solidus temperature of
the alloy. Under equilibrium conditions, the final solid
composition at the root of the liquid channel would be
increased to a value close to C0 (for k0 < 1), instead of
being k0C0. Thus, such a morphology is believed to
induce a strong positive segregation in the doublon trunk
center.

2. The phase field model

In the present study, the growth of twinned dendrites is
simulated using a phase field method [24–26] that was
extended to three dimensions from the 2-D PHF-module
of the CALCOSOFT� software and implemented on a
cluster of distributed memory parallel computers [15]. In
order to save computation time and to avoid using a
multi-phase field method [27] or an additional orientation
parameter [28], only half of the twinned dendrite is mod-
eled with appropriate boundary conditions at the triple line
between twinned solid, untwinned solid and liquid.
) (c)

icular to the twin plane, according to: (a) Eady and Hogan [14]; (b) Wood
equilibrium conditions at the triple line have been drawn. The superscripts
e twinned (light gray) and untwinned (dark gray) regions (note that these
dulating boundaries are identified with straight black lines and “S-shape”

uld create the narrow liquid channel in the center of the twinned dendrite
y arm of the doublon morphology in (c) [10].
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1 When cs‘ is very anisotropic, its orientation dependence must be
accounted for [37].
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From a thermodynamic point of view, as described by
Boettinger et al. [26], the free energy functional F of the
considered domain V is given by:

F ¼
Z

V
f ðT ;C;/Þ þ e2

2
jr/j2

� �
dV ð2Þ

where f is the volumetric local free energy, constructed
from the free energies of the individual elements and their
solutions in both the solid and liquid phases. Thus, it is a
function of temperature T, solute composition C and phase
field /. In the present work, the scalar variable / evolves
continuously from 1 in the solid to 0 in the liquid across
an interface of thickness d. The parameter e appearing in
Eq. 2 is related to the solid–liquid interfacial energy cs‘

and d. The anisotropy of cs‘ has been introduced here
through the parameter e:

eðnÞ ¼ �egðnÞ ð3Þ

where n = (nx, ny, nz) is the unit vector normal to the solid–
liquid interface in the crystallographic reference frame and
g is a function that describes the orientation dependence of
cs‘. For materials with a cubic structure, the equivalent
form of the spherical harmonics that respect the cubic sym-
metry of the fcc structure is expressed as [29,30]:

gðnÞ ¼ 1þ a1ðQ� 3=5Þ þ a2ð3Qþ 66S � 17=7Þ
þ a3ð65Q2 � 94Q� 208S þ 33Þ þ � � � ð4Þ

with Q ¼ n4
x þ n4

y þ n4
z and S ¼ n2

xn2
y n2

z . While a1 > 0 and
a2 = a3 = 0 produce h10 0i dendrites, a1 = a3 = 0 and
a2 < 0 induces a dendrite growth along the h11 0i directions
[31,32]. In previous works, it has been shown that the param-
eter a1 is weak [17] in Al–Cu alloys, and also that a continu-
ous dendrite orientation transition from h100i to h110i can
be induced when highly anisotropic solute elements such as
zinc are added [33]. In the particular case of twinned den-
drites whose growth has been clearly determined to be along
h110i directions [3,9], we have simply set a1 = a3 = 0 and
a2 < 0.

The phase-field evolution equation when the interfacial
energy is anisotropic is given by [26]:

@/
@t
¼ �M/

dF
d/

¼ �M/
@f
@/
�r � ðe2r/Þ þ r � jr/j2e @e

@ðr/Þ

� �
ð5Þ

where M/ is the mobility coefficient related to the inter-
face kinetic coefficient and dF

d/ is the functional derivative
of F.

The solute diffusion equation in its simplest form was
derived by Tiaden et al. [27] for a multi-phase field model.
For a solid–liquid transformation, and assuming that the
partition coefficient k0 is constant, the solute diffusion
equation can be written as:

@C
@t
¼ r � D rC þ ð1� k0ÞC

1� /þ k0/
r/

� �� �
ð6Þ
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with

D ¼ Ds þ
1� /

/k0 þ ð1� /Þ ðD‘ � DsÞ and C ¼ C‘ð1� /Þ þ k0C‘/

where Ds and D‘ are the diffusion coefficients in the solid
and the liquid, respectively, D is an average diffusion coef-
ficient and C‘ is the liquid composition.

Within the phase field approach described so far, the
enhanced non-equilibrium effects associated with a thick
solid–liquid interface are still not corrected. Such effects
translate into the artificial trapping of atoms that cannot
escape the advancing solidification front fast enough to
maintain equilibrium at the interface. An anti-trapping
current term, j, introduced by Karma [34], was therefore
included in the model. It can be written as:

j ¼ d
ð1� k0ÞC

1� /þ k0/
@/
@t
r/
kr/k ð7Þ

The overall term j is finally added in the divergence opera-
tor on the right-hand side of Eq. 6. This model has been
successfully used for the simulation of dendritic growth
in hot-dipped galvanized coatings [35,36], for the growth
of regular dendrites in the Al–Zn system [31] and of the
preliminary stages of the growth of twinned dendrites [15]
(in all cases without the anti-trapping current term).

3. Boundary conditions and solidification parameters

The calculation domain and the boundary condition
implemented at one of its boundaries to simulate the coher-
ent twin plane are shown in Fig. 2. The calculation domain
is reduced to a quarter of a twinned dendrite, with the
ð11�1Þ twin plane corresponding to the right yz-boundary
and the thermal gradient G lying within any xy-plane at
an angle a with respect to the y-axis. The boundary condi-
tion set on this yz-plane for the phase parameter was an
extension to three dimensions of the method used by Sém-
oroz et al. [35] for the simulation of 2-D dendrite growth in
thin coatings. Instead of the condition $/ � nb = 0 (where
nb is the normal to the boundary) usually set for a symme-
try plane, a condition $/ � nb = k$/kcosh0 was imposed
(note the change of sign due to the convention used for /
in the solid and the liquid). Such a condition implicitly
assumes that the solid–liquid interfacial energy cs‘(n) is iso-
tropic, which is a reasonable assumption for the very weak
anisotropy exhibited by aluminum alloys [17].1 The angle h0

remained constant throughout the calculation and was
measured in the solid; for example, an angle larger than
90� corresponds to a grooved dendrite tip. This “wetting”

angle of the solid on the yz-plane is equal to the comple-
ment of half the dihedral angle measured at the triple line
between the twinned solid, untwinned solid and liquid.
of the twinned dendrite tip shape I: Phase-field modeling. Acta
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Fig. 2. Calculation domain with the imposed thermal gradient and the
Young–Laplace equation imposed at the right yz boundary, identified as
the ð11�1Þ coherent twin plane. Only a quarter of a hemispherical nucleus,
corresponding to half of the twinned part of a twinned dendrite, is
simulated. The (112) plane is perpendicular to the ð11�1Þ plane.

2 All the views of the composition and the phase fields reported in this
work were obtained with the open-source visualization software Paraview
(www.paraview.org).

3 Note that calculations were actually performed in a 3-D domain
reduced to a layer of only two cells along the z axis. The nucleus at the
onset of the calculation has a cylindrical, instead of a spherical geometry.
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At the beginning of the calculation, a quarter of a
nucleus, corresponding only to the twinned region of such
a dendrite, was located at the bottom-right corner of the
domain. Its initial undercooling DT was set to 5 K and
its anisotropy parameters were a1 = a3 = 0, a2 = �0.0172
(Eq. 4). The constant thermal gradient G � 1 � 105 K m�1

was one order of magnitude larger than the experimental
value [1] in order to compress the mushy zone and to
obtain realistic simulation times. Although it is not neces-
sary to model the entire mushy zone, it will be shown that
the grooved geometry of the twinned dendrite tip makes
the triple line recede due to solute pile-up. Increasing the
thermal gradient reduces the distance between the dendrite
tip and the triple line position, and thus the size of the com-
putation domain along the z-axis. A constant cooling rate
_T was also imposed, thus allowing the temperature of each
point of the domain to be updated at each time step.

Typical properties of the alloy used for these simulations
(namely Al–9 at.%Zn) are shown in Table 1, whereas
Table 2 summarizes the solidification conditions and the
simulation parameters relative to each figure that will be
discussed. Note that, in Table 1, C is the Gibbs–Thomson
coefficient, Lf is the volumetric latent heat of fusion, k0 is
the partition coefficient, Tf is the melting point of pure alu-
minum and m‘ is the slope of the liquidus line. In Table 2,
C0 is the initial composition of the alloy, G is the thermal
gradient, _T is the cooling rate, vT ¼ j _T j=G is the isotherm
Please cite this article in press as: Salgado-Ordorica MA et al. Study
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velocity, t is the simulated time and tCPU is the CPU time.
The number of processors (# Proc.) used for each calcula-
tion is also specified in Table 2. In all cases, the cell size
Dx = 0.1 lm, and the time step Dt = 5 � 10�7 s.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Quantitative assessment of the model

To make a quantitative assessment of the morphologies
obtained with the present model, a comparison of 3-D sim-
ulations was performed with and without the solute anti-
trapping current term j in Eq. 6. The conditions selected
for this computation are indicated in Table 2. For this pre-
liminary study, the complement of the dihedral angle h0 was
set to 90�, i.e. growth of a regular h11 0i dendrite is
expected.

The 3-D views2 of the composition distribution profiles
after 0.11 s of simulation are shown in Fig. 3a and b for
j = 0, and j – 0, respectively. A comparison of the position
of the h110i dendrite tip indicates that the undercooling is
slightly lower when the anti-trapping term is neglected
(DTtip = 5.26 and 5.66 K for j = 0, and j – 0, respectively).
By taking the minimum and maximum values of composi-
tion C along the solid–liquid interface at the dendrite tip
position, an effective partition coefficient k�0 of 0.404 is
obtained when j = 0. This is about 6.6% larger than the
value introduced into the model (see Table 1). When the
anti-trapping term is introduced, k�0 ¼ 0:383, only 2.1%
above the imposed value of k0. The corresponding
instantaneous dendrite tip velocities, calculated from
the length covered by the dendrite during Dt = 0.01 s, are
0.52 mm s�1 and 0.47 mm s�1, respectively, which are very
close to the imposed solidification velocity vs � vT =
0.5 mm s�1.

4.2. Effect of the dihedral angle

To evaluate the effect of the imposed boundary condi-
tion on the dendrite morphology, 2-D simulations3 were
performed in the xy plane of Fig. 2 (also identified as the
(11 2) plane). In this case, the direction of G was aligned
with the vertical axis (a = 0). Fig. 4 shows the isovalue /
= 0.5 after 0.11 s for different values of h0 imposed on the
vertical, right twin boundary, as indicated in the figure.
Note that these instantaneous growth morphologies do
not correspond yet to a steady state. As solidification pro-
ceeds, the dendrite tip tends to grow away (split) from the
twin plane when h0 > 90�. A small groove first forms due to
the imposed equilibrium condition at the boundary. This
of the twinned dendrite tip shape I: Phase-field modeling. Acta
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Table 1
Thermophysical properties of an Al–9 at.%Zn.

Ds (m2 s�1) D‘ (m2 s�1) C (K m) Lf (J m�3) k0 Tf (�C) m‘ (K/at.%)

1.16 � 10�13 2.7 � 10�9 2.3 � 10�7 1 � 109 0.375 660 �3.57

Table 2
Solidification conditions and simulation parameters.

Fig. (–) Domain (lm3) C0 (at.%) k0 (–) G (K m�1) _T (K s�1) vT (mm s�1) t (s) tCPU (h) # Proc. (–)

Fig. 3 30 � 60 � 30 9 0.375 1 � 105 �50 0.5 0.11 52 64
Fig. 4 10 � 40 � 2 9 0.375 1 � 105 �70 0.7 0.11 1.3 16
Fig. 5 30 � 100 � 30 9 0.375 1 � 105 �70 0.7 0.104 92 64
Fig. 6 30 � 140 � 34 4 0.5 1 � 105 �70 0.7 0.152 192 64
Fig. 8 30 � 140 � 34 9 0.375 1 � 105 �70 0.7 0.152 192 64
Fig. 8 30 � 140 � 34 4 0.5 1 � 105 �70 0.7 0.152 192 64
Fig. 9 30 � 100 � 34 4 0.5 1 � 105 �70 0.7 0.08 71 64

(a) (b)
Fig. 3. 3-D views of the composition profile associated with the growth of a regular h110i dendrite (h0 = 90�) in the ð11�1Þ and (112) planes after 0.11 s
when j = 0 (a) and j – 0 (b). The domain is 30� 60� 30 lm3; vT ¼ j _T j=G ¼ 0:5 mm s�1.
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makes solute to pile up ahead of the groove and slows
down its growth until the dendrite tip splits away from
the boundary. As h0 increases, this tip splitting occurs at
an earlier stage of growth. Once the tip has detached from
the boundary, it can grow faster. In between the solid and
the twin boundary, a narrow solute-enriched liquid region
remains. Due to the 2-D geometry restriction, solute is not
able to diffuse along the third axis of the domain. There-
fore, it could be argued that the splitting of the dendrite
tip away from the boundary is related to this restriction.
Such a behavior has already been observed by Niederber-
ger et al. [38] under isothermal conditions for a dendrite
growing in thin coatings. The same tendency was reported
by the present authors in a recent work, although in that
case the anti-trapping term was not included in the phase
field formulation [15].
Please cite this article in press as: Salgado-Ordorica MA et al. Study
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The extension of this situation to three dimensions is
shown in Fig. 5, for conditions identical to the 2-D case with
h0 = 100�. The simulation domain was 30 � 100 � 30 lm3,
but only the bottom half of the entire domain is shown in
the two 3-D views of Fig. 5. In Fig. 5a, the blue surface cor-
responds to the isovalue / = 0.5 after 0.104 s of growth. The
solid attached to the ð11�1Þ twin plane and to the (112)
boundary are identified by red zones (/ = 1), while the liquid
is transparent. As the rejected solute can now diffuse in the
third dimension, i.e. parallel to the twin plane, the dendrite
tip grows faster compared with the 2-D case. This has the fol-
lowing consequences: (i) for the same dihedral angle h0, the
solid grows away (splits) from the twin boundary at an ear-
lier stage in three dimensions, i.e. the evolution of the small
groove into a doublon-type morphology is faster; and (ii)
the width of the liquid channel near the twin boundary,
of the twinned dendrite tip shape I: Phase-field modeling. Acta
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Fig. 4. Effect of the dihedral (wetting) angle on the dendrite tip morphology
in two dimensions. The domain is 10 � 40 lm2 (only 30 lm along the
vertical axis are shown), t ¼ 0:11 s; vT ¼ j _T j=G ¼ 0:7 mm s�1;DT ¼
5 K; C0 ¼ 9 at:%Zn. The line contours represent the isovalue / = 0.5.
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which is of the order of 0.5–2 lm, depends on the depth of the
groove and is reduced by about 25% as compared with the 2-
D case. The dendrite tip instantaneous velocity vd

tip, calcu-
lated from the length covered by the tip during
(a)
Fig. 5. (a) 3-D views of the isosurface / = 0.5 after 0.104 s of simulation for a
distribution in the (112) and ð11�1Þ planes. The observed domain is 30� 50�

Please cite this article in press as: Salgado-Ordorica MA et al. Study
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Dt = 0.008 s, is 0.7 ± 0.02 mm s�1. As it is equal to the
imposed speed of the isotherm (see Table 2), this means that
the tip has reached a steady state. However, the doublon root
is still not growing at the same velocity and thus the overall
morphology cannot be considered as steady.

The solute composition field within the (112) and the
ð1 1�1Þ planes after 0.104 s of growth is shown in Fig. 5b.
The segregation pattern observed around the dendrite side
arms in the (112) plane is similar to that of a regular den-
drite. However, that in the liquid pool near the twin plane
is not: it is due to the solute pile-up already observed in the
2-D simulations. This solute pile-up is also visible all along
the twin plane due to the solute rejected by the h1 10i side
arms growing parallel to, but not directly in contact with,
the twin plane (see Fig. 5a).
4.3. Growth kinetics

The main problem that arises from the simulations pre-
sented above is that the dendrite tip reaches the imposed
solidification velocity vs � vT, but the root of the doublon
does not. Steady-state growth will be reached when the
tip and root of the doublon grow at the same velocity. With
no diffusion in the solid and no diffusion parallel to the
twin plane, the composition of the liquid at the root of a
steady-state doublon should be close to C0/k0, i.e. solid
composition close to C0. In order to reduce the necessary
simulation time and domain size to reach a steady state,
the solidification interval of the alloy was decreased by
decreasing the initial liquid composition C0 to 4 at.%Zn
and increasing the partition coefficient k0 to 0.5, in addition
(b)
quarter of a twinned dendrite with h0 = 100�. (b) Associated composition

30 lm3; t ¼ 0:104 s; vT ¼ j _T j=G ¼ 0:7 mm s�1; DT ¼ 5 K; C0 ¼ 9 at:%Zn.
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to the factor 10 enhancement of the thermal gradient G

already made.
Fig. 6 shows two views of the composition fields in the

(112) symmetry plane of an Al–4 at.%Zn twinned dendrite
trunk, taken after 0.152 s (a) and 0.088 s (b) of growth. In
(a), the doublon is about 106 lm in length, i.e. there is a
temperature interval of 10.6 K, whereas in (b) it is only
60 lm deep (note the change of scale between the two fig-
ures). For comparison, the solidification interval of the
alloy is 28.6 K. This shows that the doublon is still evolving
and has not yet reached a steady shape in (a). The width of
the liquid pool between the twinned and untwinned parts
of the dendrite is about 3 lm near the tip and 0.2 lm at
the root. Interestingly, below the apparent root of the
doublon, small solute-enriched liquid regions are gradually
surrounded by the solid phase, first from the side of the
(112) plane, then also from the side of the twin plane, as
explained in more detail in the next paragraph. The slightly
magnified picture taken at t = 0.088 s (Fig. 6b) corresponds
to the time at which a first solute-rich liquid droplet is sur-
rounded by the solid in the (112) plane. This event corre-
sponds to the partial coalescence of the twinned and
(a)
Fig. 6. (a) Solute distribution map in the (112) plane after 0.152 s of simulation
profile after 0.088 s of simulation. The domain of this simulation is
C0 = 4 at.%Zn.
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untwinned regions of the dendrite [39]. As ct < 2cs‘, the
coherent boundary is attractive and the coalescence phe-
nomenon is poorly reproduced here for two reasons: (i)
imposing a fixed dihedral angle instead of using a multi-
phase field approach [27] may bias the results; and (ii) coa-
lescence occurs at the scale of the real diffuse solid–liquid
interface thickness d (a few nm), which is nearly three
orders of magnitude smaller than the mesh size Dx used
in the present simulations. Therefore, when the doublon
width at the root approaches Dx (instead of d), the solid
naturally coalesces within this attractive boundary. Never-
theless, even though the mesh size makes coalescence occur
earlier, this phenomenon shows that the doublon root is
probably never going to be steady due to the unstable nat-
ure of the attractive coherent twin boundary.

The mechanism associated with the formation of these
small liquid pockets is further illustrated in Fig. 7. Three
3-D projections of the composition distribution near the
doublon root in the (112) and ð11�1Þ planes, at times
t = 0.072, 0.096 and 0.112 s, are shown. Solidification of
this region is controlled by two mechanisms: (i) solute
pile-up in the narrow liquid channel due to the slow lateral
(b)
, as predicted by 3-D simulations; (b) detail of the composition distribution
30� 140� 34 lm3; vT ¼ j _T j=G ¼ 0:7 mm s�1; DT ¼ 5 K; h0 ¼ 100� and
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(a) (b)

(d)(c)
Fig. 7. Detailed 3-D views of the doublon root at different times: t = 0.072 s (a), 0.096 s (b) and 0.112 s (c). The corresponding (112) and ð11�1Þ planes are
indicated (see text for description); (d) evolution of the liquid composition, Cp

‘ , at a location of the twin plane where a liquid pocket forms.
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growth of the two solid parts of the doublon and the
growth of the root. Note that the solid–liquid interface at
the root of the doublon has a negative curvature in the
(112) plane as a result of the imposed equilibrium condi-
tion at the triple line; and (ii) solute diffusion in the liquid
parallel to the coherent (111) plane and back-diffusion in
the solid perpendicular to this plane. These combined
effects create a slight solute depletion at about 2 lm above
the root, as indicated by the small dashed ellipse in Fig. 7a.
When the width of this region is comparable to Dx, the
solid coalesces at the boundary (symmetry condition) at
the solute depleted region (see Fig. 7b). While this happens,
the solid bridge across the twin boundary grows and grad-
ually encapsulates a small liquid pocket at the root of the
doublon. This can be observed in Fig. 7c. The diameter
of these closed liquid pockets after 0.152 s of simulation
is about 0.5 lm. A few microns above the liquid pocket,
the same mechanism repeats again. The small white arrows
in Fig. 7a and c indicate how the solid periodically encap-
sulates solute-rich liquid regions at the doublon root. Note
Please cite this article in press as: Salgado-Ordorica MA et al. Study
Mater (2011), doi:10.1016/j.actamat.2011.04.033
the solute gradient in the solid near these liquid pockets,
clearly visible in Fig. 7c.

The graph in Fig. 7d plots the evolution of the liquid
composition at a location of the twin plane where a liquid
droplet forms later. It starts at the nominal composition of
the alloy, C0 = 4 at.%Zn, then makes a jump to 4.7 wt.%
when the twinned dendrite tip arrives at this height. There-
after, it increases steadily as it moves deeper in the liquid
pool of the doublon. The first arrow indicates the time at
which the solid bridge in the (112) plane forms above this
position, while the second arrow corresponds to the com-
plete closure of this liquid region. The composition in this
region reaches a maximum at 0.14 s Cp

‘ ¼ 7:25at:%Znð Þ
and then rapidly decreases as it gradually solidifies due to
back diffusion. It should be noted that the maximum value
of the liquid pocket composition, Cp

‘ , is below C0/k0, the
maximum liquid composition given by the linearized equi-
librium phase diagram.

The growth velocities of regular and twinned h110i den-
drites are compared in Fig. 8 for two alloys. The thermal
of the twinned dendrite tip shape I: Phase-field modeling. Acta
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the growth velocities of regular and doublon-like h110i dendrites for two different alloys: Al–9 at.%Zn with k0 = 0.375 (open
symbols) and Al–4 at.%Zn with k0 = 0.5 (filled symbols). Circles: tips of regular dendrites (h0 = 90�); triangles: tips of twinned dendrites (h0 = 100�);
squares: roots of twinned dendrites.
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gradient for these simulations is aligned with the vertical
axis (a = 0). The velocity of regular dendrites (h0 = 90�) is
shown with circular symbols, whereas that of the tip and
root of twinned dendrites (h0 = 100�) are displayed with tri-
angular and square symbols, respectively. Empty and filled
symbols correspond to an Al–9 at.%Zn alloy with
k0 = 0.375 and an Al–4 at.%Zn alloy with k0 = 0.5, respec-
tively. As can be seen, the time evolution of the tip veloci-
ties, vtip and vd

tip, of the regular and doublon-type twinned
(a)
Fig. 9. Effect of the direction of the thermal gradient G. In (a) the h110idendrite g
a = 20� to G. The calculation domain is 30 � 100 � 34 lm3, but only the first 70 l
t = 0.072 s.

Please cite this article in press as: Salgado-Ordorica MA et al. Study
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dendrites are nearly superimposed and reach a steady state
(vs = 0.7 mm s�1) within about 0.1 s. However, the root of
the doublon in both alloys never reaches the speed of the
isotherm and on the opposite tends toward zero, meaning
that the depth of the liquid channel increases continuously.
In fact, the doublon root evolves very slowly: while the
doublon root of the Al–9 at.%Zn alloy reaches a relatively
constant growth velocity vd

root � 0:045 mm s�1
� �

, that of the
Al–4 at.%Zn alloy decreases down to zero when the first
(b)
rows parallel to the thermal gradient (a = 0�), while in (b) it grows at an angle

m along the y axis is shown, vT ¼ j _T j=G ¼ 0:7 mm s�1; DT ¼ 5 K; h0 ¼ 100�,
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liquid pocket forms, then varies between 0 and
0.025 mm s�1 simply because the liquid pocket reduces its
diameter. The times corresponding to the closure of the
liquid pocket, first from the side of the (112) plane, then
from the side of the twin plane, have been indicated in
the graph. The curve labeled vd 0

root in Fig. 8 corresponds to
the new doublon root formed after coalescence of the
twinned and untwinned regions at the twin boundary.
The velocity of the new doublon root decreases until a
new pocket forms and the actual root “jumps” a few
microns ahead along the growth direction.

The corresponding dendrite tip undercoolings for regu-

lar and doublon-type twinned dendrites, DTtip and DT d
tip,

also evolve towards a steady state. However, the underco-

oling difference is so small ( DT tip � DT d
tip

� 	
= +0.03 K for

Al–4 wt.%Zn and �0.03 K for Al–9 at.%Zn) that no con-
clusion can be drawn concerning any growth advantage
of one morphology over the other based only on diffusion
and capillarity considerations. It is known experimentally
that other factors, such as convection, are required to favor
the formation of twinned dendrites. Besides this factor, the
domain size and the time of the simulation should be
expanded so that the growth kinetics of the two morphol-
ogies can be compared at steady state and for “isolated”

tips. Indeed, as the full tip of half of the twinned dendrite
grows away from the domain boundary while the half-reg-
ular dendrite follows it (see Fig. 4), its solute field interacts
more with the opposite boundary of the domain compared
with the regular dendrite, and thus its growth kinetics is
potentially more affected by the limited size of the calcula-
tion domain.

All the simulation results presented so far have assumed
that the twinned dendrite trunk grows along a h110i direc-
tion perfectly aligned with the thermal gradient G. In actual
microstructures, twinned dendrites can have a large misori-
entation with respect to G (as much as 30�). Furthermore,
the thermal conditions for the calculations shown before,
namely G and _T , were set in order to comply with the iso-
therm velocity vT measured in the early stages of solidifica-
tion of the DS ingots. However, these parameters decrease
drastically within the first few millimeters of the ingot. The
effect of the direction of the thermal gradient G was studied
for two values of the angle a between the thermal gradient
and the vertical axis of the domain (see Fig. 2). In Fig. 9a
and b, 3-D views of the composition fields are shown for a
quarter of two twinned dendrites growing at an angle a = 0
and a = 20� from the thermal gradient, respectively
(vT = 0.7 mm s�1, t = 0.072 s). Comparing the two pic-
tures, it can be seen that while the liquid channel in the
doublon growing parallel to G is still fully open, that of
the misoriented twinned dendrite already shows a partially
closed liquid pocket (arrow in Fig. 9b). The tip undercool-
ing of the misoriented twinned dendrite, DTtip = 4.30 K, is
also slightly larger than that of the well-aligned one
(DTtip = 4.05 K). This can be seen directly in Fig. 9 by
looking at their positions with respect to a line parallel to
Please cite this article in press as: Salgado-Ordorica MA et al. Study
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the liquidus isotherm (white dashed line). The undercooling
at the root of the doublon in the well-oriented dendrite is
8.38 K and that of the misoriented dendrite is 8.18 K, while
the liquid pocket in Fig. 9b (arrow) is 8.52 K below the liq-
uidus. Thus, it can be concluded that: (i) the tip of a doub-
lon-like h110i twinned dendrite grows at an undercooling
that increases with its misorientation, as do regular den-
drites, since its velocity is higher (at steady state,
vtip = vT/cosa); and (ii) the liquid pockets are formed ear-
lier and the depth of the doublon is reduced when the
twinned dendrite is misoriented.
5. Conclusion

The stable growth morphology of twinned dendrites has
been investigated through 3-D phase-field modeling. The
dihedral angle at the triple line between the twinned solid,
untwinned solid and liquid has been simulated by an equiv-
alent wetting angle of the dendrite on one of the domain
boundaries assumed to be the coherent twin plane. The
results of these simulations show that the initial groove
associated with the equibrium condition at the triple line
rapidly evolves into a doublon morphology in 2-D and 3-
D calculations. The liquid channel of the doublon is very
narrow (from 3 lm near the tip to 0.2 lm near the doublon
root), and its depth strongly depends on the alloy and on
the solidification conditions. At relatively high solidifica-
tion rates, small liquid droplets form below the doublon
root. Their maximum liquid composition remains below
C0/k0 and the solute-rich liquid in the doublon root is con-
tinuously smeared out by liquid diffusion along the twin
plane and by back-diffusion. The composition gradient in
the solid near the twin plane is also smeared out by back-
diffusion. The formation of these liquid pockets occurs ear-
lier when the dendrite growth direction is misoriented with
respect to the thermal gradient.

Although done in three dimensions, these simulations
have nevertheless some limitations: the tip is not totally
free due to the size of the domain, the doublon itself is
not at steady state even if the tip is, the formation of the
liquid pockets at the root of the doublon by coalescence
is enhanced by the too large mesh size, convection, which
is a pre-requisite for twinned dendrite formation, is not
accounted for, etc. Nevertheless, these findings strongly
support the doublon conjecture first made by Henry [8]
for the morphology of a twinned dendrite tip. Experimen-
tal evidence supporting the doublon conjecture is presented
in the following companion paper [10].
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